User Guide

set components
Flat Filter
Wiley Spinal®
Needle

LOR Syringe

36” Extension Set with
Integrated Wik-Wire
Hub Support Pad

Porous Plug

Tuohy Introducer Needle
with Peel-Away Cannula

LOSS OF RESISTANCE

REMOVE

Obtain Loss of
Resistance using
Tuohy peel-away
and LOR Syringe.

Twist needle 90° to
disengage hub from
peel-away sheath.

Remove needle from
peel-away sheath.

PLACEMENT

CSF

REMOVE

Align black indicators
in a cephalad direction
and insert Wiley
Spinal®. The distal end
of the yellow indicator
bar aligns the tip of
the needle to the tip of
the peel-away sheath.

Advance the needle
toward the proximal
end of the yellow
indicator bar until
double dural click is
detected. Remove
gray capped stylet and
confirm CSF feedback.

ADVANCEMENT
1
REMOVE

REMOVE
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2
REMOVE

(1) Unscrew clear
needle hub by rotating
counterclockwise 360°.
Stabilize clear hub
and (2) advance the
flexible cannula to the
peel-away hub.

(1) Separate peel-away
by pulling laterally
toward the skin. No
twist or turning is
required. Stabilize
clear hub and (2)
advance flexible
cannula 3-4 cm into
the subarachnoid
space.

(1) Pull tabs laterally
across skin to remove
peel-away, then (2)
remove needle.

SECUREMENT

PASSIVE
FILLING

REMOVE

Immediately insert
Wik-Wire™ and
tightly secure
Luer-Lock
connection.

Remove cap at
proximal end of
extension set and
confirm passive
filling. Before
applying dressing,
patient should
extend out of flexed
position.

Fold Wiley Spinal®
up onto patient’s
back. Place hub
support pad over
insertion site and
apply dressing.
Titrate medication.
(Priming volume:
1.35mLm, ±0.05mL)

INTERNAL VIEW
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Peel-Away Cannula w/ Wiley Spinal®

Cannula and Needle

Wiley Spinal® Cannula advanced
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Single shot spinals have the advantage of being administered directly into the
intrathecal space, requiring less medication and less time for anesthesia to take effect.
Continuous epidurals have the advantage of continuous administration of medication
over time. The Wiley Spinal® takes the best of both worlds and combines them into a
single, simple device - the only titratable intrathecal device on the market.
With its innovative Flexible-Cannula-over-Needle design, the Wiley Spinal® can be
securely applied to the target area. Once the spinal needle is removed, physicians are
left with a direct channel to the intrathecal space for easy titration. Anesthesiologists
can now have peace of mind knowing that medication is being spread reliably right
where they need it.
Contact your regional Epimed representative for more information, and start enjoying
more control over your patient’s spinal block level and duration.
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